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Greek shipping has been the subject of academic scholars and talented ﬁction authors for decades.
University professors such as Gelina Harlaftis and renowned writers like Nicholas Gage have delivered gripping accounts of the
rise and fall of Greek shipowners through the past century.
However, it is rare for a Greek shipping man belonging to one of the country’s bulge bracket shipping dynasties to tell the tale in
his own words.
In a new book, Bold Coasts — A Life’s Adventure in a Greek Shipping Family, Elias Kulukundis lays bare his lifelong struggle to
reconcile his urge to write, with a family obligation to pursue a career in shipping.
“In the end, I did the opposite of what my mother advised — writing became my work and shipping my respite,” Kulukundis, 80,
told an audience at his book launch in Athens.
Bold Coasts is a refreshing book, full of witty, telling anecdotes about the shipping giants, such as Aristotle Onassis, who
inhabited the industry when Kulukundis ﬁnally resolved to engage in a shipping career in his 40s.

Asset player
Published in Greece, it delivers a candid account of the deals that established Kulukundis’ reputation as an accomplished asset
player. But Bold Coasts is a far cry from the typical self-celebratory Greek shipping biography.
Kulukundis does not shirk from addressing the darker side of the Greek shipping miracle and his insights into that period are a
treat to read.
He describes how second and third-generation members of leading shipping families would vainly hang around in board
meetings and negotiations like “feudal courtiers”.
“It is very hard for ﬁve brothers in a Greek shipping family to feel affection for each other and to support one another,”
Kulukundis wrote. While quoting one relative as saying “you only enter management by stepping into the dead man’s shoes”.
But he also outlines the conﬂicts Greek shipping scions face: the multiple identities they assume when growing up in foreign
lands, the expectations brought to bear by their families, and the occasional racism they encounter.
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And he gives detailed accounts of his parents’ rather clumsy attempts to hook him up with the daughter of another shipping
family, his brother’s suicide, and how his mother suffered from depression after she was forced to live in New York.
It takes talent and guts to confront such topics. Kulukundis shows he has both.
Bold Coasts will be published in English in 2018.
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